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Introduction 
The Editor
It’s fantastic to be back in the air with the weather starting to 
look good and quite a number of things planned for the year 
ahead.  

I have attached a handy list of dates for your diaries and in 
particular please note the Open Weekend on the 2nd and 3rd 
of June. 

The Annual Dinner and Awards evening was a great success 
so many thanks to Di for organising this and congratulations 
to those who got a trophy. 

Following on for this John Young and Steve Jarvis have been 
looking at the flying awards that we have and re-aligned these 
to fit more closely with the aims of the club. Please therefore 
have a look at the awards on offer and start planning/making 
those flights. 

The Fleet Is Back 
   Great to see DOX and CFG both back in the air with JMX and LSR to join them shortly. 
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It all began back in the summer of 
2016, when I casually started 
asking around if anybody at NVGC 
might be interested in forming a 
syndicate to buy a Silent 2 FES. 
Obviously it was going to involve a 
large amount of money, so I was 
hoping that one or two retired (and 
possibly single) members with some 
spare change might take the 
plunge. I felt that having spent over 
half of my gliding career ‘in the back 
seat’ I wanted to do a lot more flying 
for myself before my demise, mainly 
cross-country, but being on the 
wrong side of 70 I wanted to 
minimise the risk of landing in 
farmers’ fields and waiting hours to 
be rescued. 

John Bennett (JB) expressed an interest, but I felt that at the time I might be ‘stretching it’ to go 50-50, so 
kept looking for a third potential member. JB then asked Chris Armstrong whether he knew of anyone, and to 
our surprise he fairly quickly decided that he would like to be the 3rd member. 

We duly arranged to go to Lasham where the UK Silent 2 agent is a member, and spent an enjoyable day 
looking at the Silent 2, but had decided that we should look at the MiniLAK FES (Baltic Sailplanes based at 
HusBos) before we made a decision. So we arranged to see the MiniLAK FES in order to compare the two. 
For various reasons, including a 
lower price, we decided to go 
ahead with the MiniLAK FES; I 
must admit I was very pleased, 
because the build-quality of the 
LAK seemed a lot like the DG300 I 
was used to; the Silent 2 seemed 
quite fragile in comparison, as it 
was designed with minimum weight 
as a priority.  

Having made the decision to go 
with the MiniLAK FES, we placed 
our order with Baltic Sailplanes in 
August 2016 on the basis of 12-14 
month delivery, and started the 
p r o c e s s o f a g r e e i n g w h a t 
Instrumentation we wanted. 

Then in December 2016, a ‘dark cloud’ descended over the project when Chris was killed in a mid-air 
collision near HusBos; he was a member there, and was  flying a HusBos Junior. As we gradually came to 
terms with this appalling tragedy, JB and I obviously had to discuss the situation, and finally made the 
decision to continue with the MiniLAK FES purchase between the two of us.  

Continued on Page 3 

MiniLAK FES G-CLUJ 
(A 21st Century saga) 

Roger Emms 
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Continued - During the ensuing months we gradually finalised the specification for our glider, and there was 
spasmodic communication from us to Baltic Sailplanes. Ron Bridges, one of the 2 directors, was the one 
with whom we were dealing, but had moved to Spain and forgotten to tell us. He appeared to be very busy, 
judging by the lack of timely responses to our e-mails. His Co-director in the UK, although copied with all e-
mails to and from Ron, did not involve himself in the communication process. 

We did, however, learn the name and Club of the pilot who was due to take delivery of the MiniLAK FES 
before ours, and I made contact with him and gained his agreement that we could go and see his glider 
when he went to collect it from HusBos. This we did, and were very impressed; it was a beautiful looking 
glider, and made JB and me quite jealous of the fact that he’d got his and we were still in limbo as to when 
ours would arrive. Anyway, time continued to ebb away while JB and I became used to the lack of info or 
response as to when ours would arrive. 

Then the ‘Battery Fire’ news came in, ( A Southdown glider fitted with the same type of batteries as are used 
in all makes of FES-fitted gliders, had landed with its batteries smouldering and causing damage to the 
glider) and EASA immediately banned the use of these batteries until ‘approved modifications’ (unspecified) 
had been made to their design and construction. MORE DELAYS ! 

Eventually, in January this year, we finally got news that our glider, fitted with the newly modified and EASA-
approved batteries and their stainless-steel storage boxes, was ready for collection from Lithuania. 
Apparently the possible cause of the original batteries catching fire was that they had been dropped, so 
obviously even the newly-designed EASA-approved ones MUST be treated with care. Please don’t be 
offended if JB and I decline any help when moving or handling them. 

We had already arranged with the HusBos based Baltic Sailplanes director that he would collect the glider, 
so he went off and in early Feb JB and I went to HusBos one rainy, windy day to inspect and collect it. We 
were lucky enough to pull the glider round to the HusBos workshop to check it, and decided that we’d 
actually got the glider we’d almost given up hope of ever seeing, and it towed beautifully in its brand-new 
trailer when we brought it ‘home’ to NVGC. 

We’ve now (finally) got the Permit to 
Fly, and both John and I have 
started the learning process with a 
few shortish flights. The motor works 
very well, although the prop noise is 
quite loud in the cockpit, as well as 
outside, so it’s not ‘Silent Flight’ 
when the motor’s running. However, 
the soaring capability with the motor 
off is quite amazing – it goes up like 
a rocket! However, when it lands, 
both John and I have realised that 
the wheelbrake is quite ferocious, 
and even very slightly overdoing the 
airbrakes on landing tilts the nose 
down quite dramatically – as some 
of you will have seen; we’ve some 
learning to do there! 

Roger Emms 

P.S.  The bureaucracy :- 
• In order for RE to get his licence endorsed to legally self-launch the MiniLAK FES, the requirement is 5 

accompanied launches in a motor-glider (done with Roy Ferguson during 2017) plus 5 observed self-
launches in the MiniLAK FES (yet to be done). JB already licenced to fly aircraft type. 

• Cert of De-Registration of MiniLAK FES from Lithuania required by CAA (the glider had to be registered in 
Lithuania for a check-flight by the manufacturer). Baltic Sailplanes arranged this. 

• CAA registration applied for by RE/JB, to be confirmed later once the glider was in the UK. UK registration 
lettering G-CLUJ was issued on that basis. 

• UK CAA-approved Glider Insurance purchased by RE/JB. 
• Baltic Sailplanes applied to CAA for Permit to Fly Certificate, as the MiniLAK FES is not yet on EASA list. 
• Certificate of Ownership Acceptance, accompanied by the Cert of De-Registration, plus Cover Note 

relating to approved UK Insurance was finally submitted by RE/JB to CAA. 
• Certificate of official UK Registration issued by CAA. 
• Permit to Fly eventually issued by CAA.
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Date Event Comments

Saturday 5th May to 
Friday 11th May

Spring Task Week Breakfast available 
every day.

Saturday 12th May to 
Saturday 19th May

Expedition to Eden 
Soaring

Thursday 24th May Ian Taylor – School Visit

Saturday 2nd June 
and Sunday 3rd June

NVGC Open Weekend Everybody needed to 
support

Thursday 7th June Ian Taylor – School Visit

Thursday 14th June Ian Taylor – School Visit

Thursday 21st June Ian Taylor – School Visit

Friday 6th July Full day visit by Met 
Police

Tim Ward needs 
support

Friday 20th July Group booking night

Saturday 4th August to 
Saturday 11th August

Task Week Breakfast available 
every day.

Saturday 11th August Quiz Night Clubhouse 7.30pm

Friday 24th August Group booking night

Saturday 6th October Quiz Night Clubhouse 7.30pm

Saturday 15th 
December

Christmas Bring a Plate 
Party

Early Evening Start
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AWARDS FOR 2018 
John Young and Steve Jarvis have been reviewing the awards to make them more in 

line with the club’s mission and the following are on offer this year.  
All flights must start from Upwood - Winch or Aero Tow. 

Full details and rules are in the clubhouse and for the task related awards you will need 
to use an IGC flight recorder and register the results on the appropriate BGA Ladder. 

Good luck to all. 

Award Description
CFI Award The member who has made the most significant flying progress in the 

year In the opinion of the CFI.  First donated to the club by CFI Ray 
Washer.

Chairman’s Trophy Awarded for the most all round or valuable input to the club. First 
donated to the club by Chairman Martin Reynolds.

Best in wood (Under 20 years of age)
Highest total handicapped score on the BGA National Ladder for the 
year.

Best in wood (20 years of age and over)
Best in Glass (Under 20 years of age)
Best in Glass (20 years of age and over)
Junior Height Gain Best gain of height by an NVGC Junior member under the age of 20 

years at the time of the claim.
Club Height Gain (Under 20 years of 
age)

Best gain of height by an NVGC member 20 years of age and over at 
the time of the claim.

Cross Country Award - Open Class Awarded for the highest scoring flight posted on the BGA National 
LadderCross Country Award - Vintage Class

Piece of String Award (Under 20 years of 
age) Based on setting and completing a pre declared task, taking the total 

distance flown between turn points and landing as scoring distance and 
applying BGA handicap as final score.Piece of String Award (20 years of age 

and over)
Marshal Papworth Award – Rose Bowl Open to non-instructors only. Fastest 100Km triangle flight based on 

National Ladder rules and handicaps.
Down Under Trophy(Under 20 years of 
age) Presented by RMR

Fastest completion of the following triangle - Upwood, Royston, 
Kettering South, Upwood based on National Ladder rules and 
handicaps.

Down Under Trophy (20 years of age 
and over) Presented by RMR

Fastest completion of the following triangle - Upwood, Royston, 
Kettering South, Upwood based on National Ladder rules and 
handicaps.

Toilet seat (Life's a s**t Award) Presented by the then Chairman Martin Reynolds for the year’s biggest 
"XXXX up".

Clutching Hands Donated by John Young - Awarded for "Land out/s", aimed at the most 
interesting land-out of the year. Open to all pilots but the winner must 
provide the most interesting/amusing/educational or downright silly 
reason for getting into that situation.

Inter Club  Trophies Description
Upwood, Crowland, Lyvedon Challenge
Novice, Pundit, P2

Task is UPW-CRL-NOR-LYV closed circuit in either direction from any 
start/finish airfield (104k). 
Three classes - Novice: never flown a 300; Pundit: have flown a 300; 
Dual for P2s who fly substantially all the task under supervision of P1.

Lyveden Boomerang Started between CFI's of NVGC and Lyveden, Donated by Lyveden 
member Bill Burgess but the original unit was replaced a number of 
years ago. Unlike the name suggests the concept was to get rid of the 
Boomerang by delivering it to the opposition club ASAP, again, in the 
spirit of competition (which never made any impact) by low experienced 
P2's in two seaters or by early x-country pilots (and we still have it - 
shame).
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Annual Dinner and Awards 
               We had an excellent dinner at Ramsey Golf Club and here is a round up 

of the worthy winners of the Awards given out that evening.  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John 

CFI’s Award 
Dave Coker

Vintage Glider Cross 
Country Award - John Young

Marshal Papworth Award  
Peter Vincent

Toilet Seat 
(Despite Very Strong 

Competition) 
John White
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CAPTION COMPETITION 
Suggestions by e-mail to the Editor with a selection to be printed in the next 

Newsletter.

AND FINALLY 
 
I recently looked up the history of the Cresta Run and it made me laugh. 

These initial crude sleds were developed almost accidentally—as bored well-to-do gentlemen 
naturally took to intramural competition in the streets and byways of twisty mountainous downtown St. 
Moritz hazarding each other and pedestrians alike. This gave impetus to a desire to steer the sleds, 
and soon runners and a clumsy mechanism evolved to allow just that along the longer curving streets 
of the 1870s. This also allowed higher speeds on the longer runs. Local sentiments varied, but 
eventually complaints grew vociferous and Kulm hotel owner Caspar Badrutt built the first natural ice 
run for his guests, as he had worked hard to popularise wintering in the mountain resort, and did not 
want to lose any customers to ennui, nor his workforce to injury from errant sleds on the 
streets. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cresta_Run\) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

BRITISH HUMOUR IS DIFFERENT - Classified ads, actually placed in U.K. Newspapers: 

FREE YORKSHIRE TERRIER. 8 years old, Hateful little bastard. Bites! 

FREE PUPPIES 1/2 Cocker Spaniel, 1/2 sneaky neighbour's dog. 

FREE PUPPIES. Mother is a Kennel Club registered German Shepherd. Father is a Super Dog, able 
to leap tall fences in a single bound. 

 COWS, CALVES: NEVER BRED. Also 1 gay bull for sale. 

JOINING NUDIST COLONY! Must sell washer and dryer £100. 

WEDDING DRESS FOR SALE ...Worn once by mistake. Call Stephanie 

FOR SALE BY OWNER. Complete set of Encyclopedia Britannica, 45 volumes. Excellent condition, 
£200 or best offer. No longer needed, got married, wife knows everything.
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Richard Hayden

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caspar_Badrutt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cresta_Run%5C

